he visited, the stones still smelled of war-time murders. "He thought he scented blood." 1 At bottom, these thoughts making a place for the disaster of European Jewry are not different from the counterrevolutionary interpretive frameworks suggested by some historians in America conscious of the fascism of the mind, and of the impact of a seemingly self-driven accelerating technology. Within these kinds of frameworks the historian considers himself free to do what he will with the Jew. Usually he does it this way, without explicitly involving the Jewish component. "The Dreyfus affair might have awakened in [Marc] Bloch awareness and concern for a problem which at this time some of the greatest of his contemporaries . . . began to investigate and which has remained in the center of the study of the social sciences: the limitation of reason and rationality, the strength of the unconscious, the irrational basis of our structured world." Or this way: "Counterrevolutions should be taken in the broadest sense to mean those movements that arose to oppose, divest, absorb, or check the familiar 'isms' that have molded the progressive conception of history. Obviously, what we have here is the obverse side of concern for lost progressive causes." 2 I am trying to say something else as well. In Herzog and Speer the destruction of Jews is not consuming; it had consumed Zygelbojmand Jabotinsky. In Herzog and Inside the Third Reich it appears as an explicit subject five to ten times.
3 Both men lived in mental and physical worlds where the Jew in disaster emerged but occasionally: in Herzog's case barely long enough for expressing a fleeting, seering thought. Like Speer, Herzog had many, many other things on his mind.
Historians make explicit and conscious decisions in deciding the importance of Jews in the subject they explore. So did Speer. Thus he writes that in the summer of 1944, his friend Karl Hanke "advised me never to accept an invitation to inspect a concentration camp in Upper Silesia. Never, under any circumstances. ... I did not query him. I did not query Himmler, I did not query Hitler. I did not speak with personal friends. I did not investigate-for I did not want to know what was happening there." 4 
II
Within ten years after the public discussion of the destruction of European Jewry began in the United States, the Holocaust became a complex problem of contemporary history. So many dogmatic judgments were being made about the people in the disaster that Clio's most devoted disciples were bound to find it difficult to retain their position of detached fair-mindedness. Yet, where historians working in the United States would place the Holocaust in their writings was not quite clear.
William Shirer, of Berlin Diary fame, in 1943 inadvertently identified many of the cross-currents that would help to determine the historiographical status of the Holocaust. From the beginning of the war civilian slaughters, he wrote, left all Germans "completely cold." "From all reports . . . Hitler is believed to have slaughtered two million Jews. . . ." But it was wrong for Americans to confuse "the greatest moral problem of our times." "Our inhumanity." The harsh truth is that all our efforts are dependent on Hitler alone. "And even if the five million Jews are saved, what about the twenty million Poles, the fifty million Russians . . . ." Even in war these remarks prompted Sharer's editor, the famed Paul Kellogg of the magazine Survey, to respond in an editorial comment against so many sweeping generalizations. Kellogg could "only lean on my faith in Germans I have known abroad no less than here" but "my faith is not without support from fugitives who have cleared the border, from the testimony of refugees, from the glimpses of rebel daring that leak out through the underground. These support," he preached, "the living wisdom from Burke to Madame Chiang Kai-sheck [sic] -that you cannot indict a whole people."
One of these, from 1944, deserves extended quotation, in part because it turned out to be a prophecy about her relationship to the literature on the Holocaust. Thinking especially of Bernard Lazare, Heinrich Heine, and Franz Kafka, but surely as applicable to herself ("bold spirits who tried to make the emancipation of Jews that which it really should have been-an admission of Jews as Jews to the ranks of humanity. . . .") she wrote:
That the status of the Jews in Europe has been not only that of an oppressed people but also of what Max Weber has called a 'pariah people' is a fact most clearly appreciated by those who had practical experience of just how ambiguous is the freedom which emancipation has ensured, and how treacherous the promise of equality which assimilation has held out. In their own position as social outcasts such men reflect the political status of their entire people. It is, therefore, not surprising that out of their personal experience Jewish poets, writers, and artists should have been able to evolve the concept of the pariah as a human type-a concept of supreme importance for the evaluation of mankind in our day and one which has exerted upon the gentile world an influence in strange contrast to the spiritual and political ineffectiveness which has been the fate of these men among their own brethren. 6 In 1949, in the very months when a Jewish state was being developed in Palestine, these kinds of positions were advanced from the same plat-6 Hannah Arendt, "The Jew as Pariah: A Hidden Tradition," Jewish Social Studies, VI (April, 1944) , 100. The Institute of Jewish Affairs was a creation of the American Jewish Congress and of the World Jewish Congress. After World War II, YIVO, established in Vilna in 1925, but moved to New York City in 1939, continued the work of the Institute on the subject of the Holocaust. In 1947, the YIVO Meter was devoted to the subject, and also published Max Weinreich's Hitler's Professors (New York, 1946) . After 1953, YIVO continued to publish works on the Holocaust as, for example, Volumes VIII (1954) and XXI (1969) of the Annual of Jewish Social Science, or with Yad Vashem, as for example, the multi-volume bibliography in English, Yiddish, and Hebrew, Guide to Jewish History Under Nazi Impact (9 vols.; New York, 1960 -1966 (Boston, 1944), I, 14, 99, 129, 482-484; II, 216-218, 266; Samuel Halperin, The Political WorU of American Zionism (Detroit, 1961) 
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form where Jewish historians tried to make a formal start for the study of the disaster. Under the auspices of the Conference on Jewish Relations, an organization founded in response to the rising tide of anti-Semitism in the 1930's, at the New York School for Social Research (an institution which especially helped to absorb refugee scholars from Germany), the "Problems of Research in the Study of the Jewish Catastrophe, 1939 Catastrophe, -1945 Some of the scholars asked questions about the disaster in the context of Jewish history; some in the context of society.
Salo Baron and Philip Friedman spoke as rigorous historians of their people's past. We must make eveiy effort to determine if the "lachrymose conception of Jewish history" is still valid; the primary task of the Jewish historian, proclaimed Baron, in the opening remarks to the Conference, was to identify and examine the "dissimilarities as well as the similarities between the great tragedy and the many lesser tragedies which preceded it." Friedman, one of a number of refugee scholars who had come from Central Europe to make their homes in the United States, made the destruction of European Jewry the focal point of his work. He bemoaned the quality of what he called "khurbn literature." To write, he said, "about the catastrophe or about personal experiences of this period has come to be a rather elemental passion, a popular movement which has its deep psychological and sociological roots. . . ." The flood of "inferior" work from amateurs overshadowed "the worth while material" endangering the standing of serious work about "our catastrophe." 8 As a professional historian already at work on the Holocaust, Friedman distinguished between the general history of the war and the history of the Jewish people during the conflict. To the first, he assigned subjects of military campaigns, economic warfare, governments in exile, puppet governments in occupied countries, diplomacy, and resistance move-7 On the New York School for Social Research, see Alvin Johnson, Pioneer's Progress (New York, 1952 Jewry, 1933 -1945 (New York, 1968 (New York, 1967). merits. "Of a secondary character only are the German terror and persecution of the civilian population, forced labor, population movements, the reactions of the civilian populations, the concentration camps . . and similar factors." Research on the Jewish question had to be governed by the principal difference existing between Allied countries and European Jewry: the Allies fought for a democratic victory; European Jewry also fought, but for survival. Thus, for the Jewish historian "a different gamut of topics, subjects, and emphasis" presented themselves. "Most relevant are the suffering of the Jewish civilian population and until the final catastrophe of extermination, the struggle for life." Guarding himself against unimaginative and unrealistic compartmentalization he made the obvious plea: "just as the Jewish catastrophe in the Nazi era can be studied only in the broader context of the general events so the general European history of the period cannot be adequately interpreted without full understanding of the German war against the Jewish people."
9
Too much has happened and too much had been said for the Holocaust to remain in such seemingly modest parameters. The late Solomon Bloom, a student of European intellectual history, asked the sort of questions which in later years continued to arouse storms of controversy. 10 After examining the careers of the Jewish police chief in Vilna and of Mordechai Rumkowski, a man he called the dictator of Lodz, Bloom insisted that "the moral position of the dictator must be recognized as a datum for study. In accepting it, the student has the example of older, but not inferior social scientists, like Thucydides . . . who did not shrink from judgments of religion, taste and morality. ..." For "Jewish social scientists, there is another obligation still." It is possible, Bloom thought, that the Jew who made life and death decisions for other Jews derived "his ideas from folklore rather than from the more selfconscious and sophisticated culture." Consequently, and, he might have added, in line with the ideas of Jewish secularists and anti-clerics, and even some devoutly religious Jews caught up in the destruction, the student of Judaism is obliged to raise the question about "the sense . and eternal people, that 'The Lord will leave a remnant.' " For all of "these and other such turn up in the thinking and self-justification of the dictator. . . ." Bloom dared the Jewish social scientists not to judge Jewish folklore, tradition, and ideology.
11
Hannah Arendt pushed beyond him. For her, Hitler "was not like Jenghis Khan and not worse than some other great criminal but entirely different. The unprecedented is neither the murder itself nor the number of victims and not even 'the number of persons who united to perpetrate them.' " It was much rather, she said in 1949, "the ideological nonsense which caused them, the mechanization of the execution and the central and calculated establishment of a world of the dying in which nothing any longer made sense." Concentration camps were "the laboratories in the experiment of total domination" in which the "human person" was "transformed into a completely conditioned being whose reactions can be calculated even when he is led to certain death. . . ." Her evidence told her that "SS men in charge were completely normal; their selection was achieved according to all kinds of fantastic principles, none of which could possibly assure the selection of especially cruel or sadistic men." She could only "guess in what forms human life is being lived as though it took place on another planet," but it appeared "to be beyond doubt that within this whole system the prisoners did not fail to fulfill the same 'duties' as the guards themselves"; it also appeared that those inmates who had "not done anything," in comparison with criminals and political prisoners, "were the first to disintegrate." Bruno Bettelheim, she knew, had argued in 1943, that the speed of disintegration resulted from "the middle-class origins of the 'innocents'-at his time mostly Jews." But he was wrong. "We know from other reports, especially also from the Soviet Union, that 'lower-class innocents' disintegrate just as quickly." (New York, 1965), pp. 323-340; Joseph Kermish, "First Stirrings," Yad Vashem Bulletin (October, 1963), pp. 12-19; (August, 1964) , pp. 22-23. Elie Wiesel has told about rabbis in a concentration camp putting God on trial and finding Him guilty of charges officially leveled against Him. All of the charges had to do with the fate that had befallen Jews under the Nazis. Wiesel, "The Holocaust of European Jewry: One Generation Later," a lecture given at the National Hillel Summer Institute, Starlight, ' New York, Summer, 1965. 12 Hannah Arendt, "Social Science Techniques and the Study of Concentration Camps," Jewish Social Studies, XII (January, 1950), 64, 60, 61, 59, 63, 62 ; Bruno Bettelheim, "Behavior in Extreme Situations," The Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, XXXVIII (October, 1943), 417-452. portant. Her context was society; her searchlights philosophy, history, sociology, and psychology. When Baron tried to identify the "unprecedented aspects of the Nazi attack on Jews, quite apart from its magnitude," he identified these points of difference within Jewish history: the geographic area was much larger; there had occurred a much greater loss of the world's Jewish population; there had existed a "considered plan to eliminate all Jews"; there had been a "finality and immutability of the fate of Nazi victims"; all the other disasters in Jewish history "almost invariably [were] mass reactions unsupported by, indeed often directed against, state organs." When Miss Arendt tried to identify the unique and unprecedented in the camps, she insisted it was only to be found in the absence of utilitarian criteria, as these had usually been understood in the past. (She had in mind aggressive wars, massacres of enemy populations, massacres of a "hostile people," extermination of natives in the "process of colonization," slavery, driving forced labor gangs, or striving for world rule.) 13 These questions, generalizations, and judgments helped to determine the place of the Holocaust in American historical writing. In no time at all, Miss Arendt's words of 1944, seemed applicable to the kinds of thinking that engaged her, Bloom, and Bettelheim. In no time at all, too, historians in the United States seemed content to ignore the works of colleagues in America and elsewhere especially concerned with "the suffering of the Jewish population and ... its struggle for life," and with the efforts to find a place for the Holocaust in Jewish history. Policy, 1989 -1945 (Cambridge, 1957 Wiener Library^ Bulletin; Yad Vashem Bulletin; Yad Vashem Studies; Leo Baeck Institute Yearbook;  the problems of bureaucracy and administration in modern totalitarian states, could only evoke admiration from anyone with respect for an approach which had been first used so successfully in the 1950's on Prussia by Hans Rosenberg, then a colleague of Bloom's at Brooklyn College. 16 Even though Hilberg stated explicitly that his book was about Germans and the ways in which they hunted and killed Jews, his loose comments about Jewish behavior made his work generally known and talked about.
17 It was clear enough that his study was based largely on German sources, but an American scholar thought his section explaining Jewish passiveness was one of the finest in the book. By itself such praise would not be so startling, even in The Journal of Modern History, but the same reviewer thought that Hilberg had gone "too far in his wholesale condemnation of the German bureaucracy. There were courageous officials who did what they could to alleviate the lot of the Jews. . . ."
1S
He saw no reason to criticize Hilberg for his "wholesale" judgments about Jews during hundreds of years of European history.
19
Ill I believe now that the indifference to the Jewish side of the war may have been aggravated by a strange transformation in the vocabulary people used when they spoke and wrote about the catastrophe. I have used "Holocaust" in this article, but in 1949, there was no "Holocaust" in the English language in the sense that word is used today. Scholars and writers had used "permanent pogrom"-this term of Jacob Lestschinsky in 1941, meant that the pogrom had "no passing or limited political and economic aims but the extirpation, the physical elimination of its Jewish citizens"-or the "recent catastrophe," or the "recent Jewish catastrophe," or the "great catastrophe," or "disaster," or "the disaster." Sometimes writers spoke about annihilation and destruction without use of any of these terms. All of them, by intent or accident, translated accurately the Hebrew words shoa and khurban because like them they carried only secular freight. (Yiddish, the other language so YIVO Annual, VIII (1954) and XXI (1969) . The Leo Baeck Institute has offices in New York, London, and Jerusalem. 16 Hans Rosenberg, Bureaucracy, Aristocracy, and Autocracy: The Prussian Experience, 1660 -1815 (Cambridge, 1958 profoundly involved with the disaster and with the literature about it, contributed besides khurbn, the word umkummen.) 20 In 1953, the state of Israel formally injected itself into the study of the destruction of European Jewry, and so became involved in the transformation. In the anguish of mourning the dead of Europe and the dead who fell in Israel's lonely fight for nationhood, the Knesset gave posthumous citizenship to the 6,000,000 and established, in controversy, Yad Vashem as a "Martyrs' and Heroes' Remembrance Authority" in language not especially encouraging to the spirit of objective scholarship. "May every person in Israel, every Jew wherever he may be, know that our People has its own reckoning, the reckoning of the generations of the Eternal People-a reckoning of an Eternal People, whose entire history is proof and evidence of the prophetic promise: And I said unto you in your blood, 'Live' [Ezekiel, ." Two years later Yad Vashem translated shoa into "Disaster" and announced for itself and YIVO in New York that henceforth the study of the catastrophe would be divided this way: "The approach of the Disaster, 1920-1933"; "The beginnings of the Disaster, 1933 Disaster, -1939 and "The Disaster, 1939-1945." with "Problems Relating to a Questionnaire on the Holocaust." Afterwards Yad Vashem switched from "Disaster" to "Holocaust" although it retained the title of its yearbooks Yad Vashem Studies of the Jewish Catastrophe and Resistance. 22 In other words, conversion of the destruction of European Jewry into "Holocaust" began before the publication of Hilberg's book and before Eichmann's capture. There were those who refused to use the word so exclusively, preferring to apply it to the Civil War, World War II or III (a nuclear holocaust), but there appeared no formal effective opposition. Within the Jewish w r orld the word became commonplace, in part because Elie Wiesel and other gifted writers and speakers, in public meetings or in articles for Commentary and journals such as Judaism and Midstream made it coin of the realm. By 1968, even the Library of Congress had no choice. As Jewish scholars in various parts of the world and in various languages revealed with Jewish sources the details of the suffering of the Jewish population and its struggle for spiritual and physical survival, the international serial and monographic literature using "Holocaust" became so significant, said the Library's Catalogue Division, committed to a policy of following usage, that it felt compelled to create a major entry card: "Holocaust-Jewish, 1939-1945." 1939 -1945 (New York, 1960 , preface, and the caption underneath a picture of Hiroshima after the bomb-this picture is opposite a page showing "Ghastly scenes in a Nazi extermination camp." Holocaust! by Paul Benzaquin (New York, 1959) was a novel about the Coconut Grove fire, but increasingly the word was used in titles of anthologies, memoirs, and surveys of the destruction of No doubt there is many a historian whose work does not touch either subject, but who, in strange places, reveals the presence of each in his historical imagination. Richard B. Morris, for example, known especially for his work on colonial America and the early national period, felt compelled to write in a review that A Dual Heritage "is a serious contribution not only to an understanding of the role of American Jewry in the generation before the Holocaust but also to the development of the movement for political reform in America." Peter Gay, whose pagan hero in the enlightenment was David Hume, in his first venture into American history, wrote a beautiful dedication to "the many thousands of pilgrims, Jewish and not Jewish . . . whom Hitler compelled to discover America ... to the D.P.'s who came out of the camps without families and who, with the indelible numbers on their arms and their indelible memories . . . started new families. . . ." All of these, he said, "were in their own ways heroes ... in danger of being forgotten and deserve to be remembered."
27
In general, however, I believe, the place of the Holocaust in the secondary literature is like its place in histories of World War II written by Louis Snyder and Gordon Wright. Snyder's was a popularized account based on his vast knowledge of modern European history. From his own preface, where he speaks of the "devastating man-made holocaust of World War II," and from Eric Sevareid's remarks in the introduction ('"in World War II.. . we shivered in the cold stench of medieval mania loosed from the catacombs of the Dark Ages, for this time men saw in the Germanic insanity mass butchering following from deliberate purpose, . . .") there is no doubt Snyder understood what happened, but in the work itself he makes about as much room for the Holocaust as a good survey of Western civilization since Columbus.
28
Wright's account is different. 29 Even though in much of this book the destruction of European Jewry is at the periphery of his consciousness, he does stop for a moment and devotes two, long, tightly written paragraphs to the Nazi racial policy which "reached its epitome . . . when applied to the Jews." He does not attend to the special set of circumstances in which Jews found themselves and seems overly concerned to make sure his reader understands that Jews "were not the only victims of the extermination camps." But, by leaning heavily on Hans Buchheim and his German colleagues, and on Koehl's monograph he is able to convey an impression about the execution of the Final Solution with which scholars steeped in Jewish sources could find little fault. 30 The problem with Wright lies elsewhere.
For Wright there is no Jewish community, and perhaps for that reason no Jewish resistance. In and of itself his silence on the subject of resistance among Jews would not be so startling. However, Wright has an especially good discussion of the entire resistance movement in Europe in which he seeks to explain why patterns of resistance were different in character and timing from one country to the next. Thus, he lauds the 28 Snyder, World War II. Some historians may have a methodological principle which prevents them from asking "why" if their evidence is silent about Jews, or reveals decisive indifference to them. I do not pretend to understand such a principle, but see Osgood, Ideals, pp. 400, 415, and William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal 1952 -1940 (New York, 1963 , p. 286. On World War II literature, see also Louis Morton, "World War II: A Survey of Recent Writings, ' The American Historical Review, LXXV (December, 1970 ), 1987 -2008 . 29 The quotations come from The Ordeal of Total War 1939 -1945 (New York, 1968 30 Koehl, RKFDV, pp. 198, 199 . See also his sensitive remarks in a review of Eberhard Kolb's Bergen Belsen: Geschichte des " Aufenthaltslagers" 1943 -1946 (Hanover, 1962 , in The Journal of Modern History, XXXV (September, 1963), 327-328. A comparison of Gordon Craig's The Politics of the Prussian Army 1640 -1946 (New York, 1964 with Karl Demeter's The German Officer Corps in Society and State 1650-194-5 (London, 1965 ) is also instructive.
Poles: "Hitler's policy, to be sure, left Poles virtually no choice: not to resist meant ruthless exploitation and national degradation. To a people as proud and stiff necked as the Poles their duty was clear: they gradually organized an elaborate network of institutions that some Poles described as a 'secret state'." Their uprising in 1944, in Warsaw, was one of the "most heroic chapters in the history of the European resistance." In the text there is not a whisper about that other uprising in Warsaw a year before when a tiny group of descendants from the Bible's stiff-necked people rose against the Germans.
31
By comparison, and only by comparison, Wright spends an inordinate amount of space probing the particularity of the admittedly complex and poignant positions in which anti-Nazi Germans found themselves. He wrote:
More than 200,000 Germans were imprisoned or interned during the prewar years, and many others went into voluntary exile. The flow into the concentration camps continued after 1939, though at a slower rate. This preventive action destroyed much of the potential resistance leadership. Furthermore, the Nazi regime's police state techniques made underground plotting exceptionally hazardous, for no one could be sure whom to trust. An additional handicap was Allied suspicion. Efforts by resistance leaders to make contact with Allied officials were usually viewed skeptically by the latter; the German underground failed to get the kind of aid and encouragement that buoyed up the spirits of resisters elsewhere. All in all, it is perhaps astonishing that active resistance ever developed in war-time Germany. Bleichroder's spectacular rise marked an important stage in the history of German Jewry. ... In their rise and fall the Bleichroders describe a kind of Jewish Buddenbrooks. The social and psychological precariousness of their position, always present beneath the glittering surface, became desperately clear after the rise of the Nazis. Bleichroder's descendants appealed to Adolph Eichmann to be exempted from deportation. It was a poignant, futile end to the story of the Bleichroders in Germany.
There is nothing like this at all in the articles by Feldman and Turner, who are interested in the relationship of big business to the Weimar Republic and the Nazi Party. Turner includes the following passage, which is the only reference in both pieces to Jews and anti-Semitism in Germany: "[Emil] Kirdorf did not withdraw because the Nazis were antidemocratic, aggressively chauvinistic, or anti-Semitic (even though he, like most business leaders, was himself not an anti-Semite). What drove him out of the party was the social and economic radicalism of the Leftwing Nazis." Fortunately, for readers of The American Historical Review, Ernst Nolte, a German scholar from Marburg, admittedly associated by some with a monolithic and "totalitarian" interpretation of National Socialism, identified an important issue which simply was excluded by Feldman and Turner. Hitler seemed to share the "passionate thinking" of most businessmen, together with officers, professors, clergymen, civil servants, and even functionaries of the Social Democratic Party, and therefore gained their support. "The guilt of the German industrialists lies not in the fact that they were children of their time. ... It lies in their failure to recognize that the fundamental nature and ultimate consequences of National Socialism-the self-sufficient racial state, withdrawing from all disturbing communication with the world. . . . Review, LXXv (October, 1969), 38, 40, 46, 78; Mommsen, "Transition," p. 489. affects only the years since 1933. Until 1962, only Handlin ventured into print specifically examining aspects of the Holocaust in Europe, but in the last few years a number of book-length studies have looked at the Jewish refugee crisis of the 1930's and American policies towards Jews seeking to leave Europe then and during the war itself. All these works address themselves to the question Leon Poliakov raised in 1949, two years after Henry Morgenthau, Jr. had published his dramatic article in Collier's. Are Morgenthau's charges well-founded, he asked? "Is it true that another attitude in 1942, 1943, and 1944 would have made it possible to save the lives of hundreds of thousands of Jews?" He knew only the historians of the future could provide the answer. 34 In 1971, in that future, after a number of articles and after three books on the subject-Henry Feingold uses the word "Holocaust" in his subtitle-the question remains as open-ended as it was in the midst of World War II. In conjunction with other studies about Roosevelt and his administrations, these works are helping us to know what decisions were in fact made about European Jewry by men in government and all other elements of the American population. 35 As that knowledge is be-coming grounded in reliable evidence, the written history of the United States since World War I is being drawn into the entire question of the destruction of European Jewry. In time, no doubt, some scholars examining American history since 1914 will also wonder if America's responses to the Armenian disaster in the first year of the war were symptomatic of fundamental changes in American society which led to the institutionalization of racism and nationalism in the quota principle of immigration legislation. 36 One other area in American history has involved the Holocaust. Stanley Elkins has used Bruno Bettelheim and other students of personality disintegration in the concentration camp to probe the effects of slavery on personality. Coming at a time when many historians were especially attracted to the behavioral sciences, his concern with personality changes prompted much informal and formal discussion about Jewish behavior in concentration camps and the use of each without the other in the study of adult personality changes under slavery or in modern industrial society. 37 These discussions have probably expanded the reverberative distance of the Holocaust in the time consciousness of American historians, but they seem not to have made them more aware of the substantial histori-cal literature available from their colleagues especially involved with the Jewish side of the Holocaust. Why not? (1) Amateurs continue to flood the market, overshadowing the good work available in English, and perhaps leaving unsoiled only Hilberg and Miss Arendt, just because their work is not steeped in Jewish sources and has been severely attacked by the other side. 38 (2) Historians in the United States, sensitive to our closeness to the events, may consider the combined efforts of Reitlinger and Hilberg and of Miss Arendt as the best obtainable for the time being. (3) From the very beginning, perhaps, historians here assumed the subject was the special domain of colleagues in Europe, particularly in Germany. (4) Efforts among social scientists to identify the fundamental components of human behavior make the particularity of detailed European history about Jews, Jews and Gentiles, and about Jewish behavior under German rule all but unnecessary for even the historian engaged in analogical analysis. (5) The other millions who died in World War II, and since then, the outrageous suffering and killing of millions in Africa and Asia make it difficult to treat the destruction of European Jewry as another unique experience of the peculiar Jewish people. (6) Finally, it is also possible that historians in the United States may well consider the Holocaust as a subject whose primary significance lies in Jewish history and as such is parochial in nature.
There are three cogent reasons for suspecting that this last answer is closest to the mark of an admittedly fascinating but difficult problem whose roots are deep and entangled. (1) As a breed, historians are not especially heroic. They know that their work will be scrutinized for the tell-tale marks of anti-Semitism or self-hate. (2) The Jew has not been an indigenous element in the literary imagination of Americans as he has been in the imagination of Europeans. Leslie Fiedler once claimed that when the Jew did appear in American letters, as in the 1920's, he was usually an importation from medieval Europe's storehouse of stereotypes.
39 (3) Most working historians are so overwhelmed by nationalism that they forget in practice what they know in theory. David Potter ten years ago reminded his colleagues that they do not treat nationalism as one of many sets of competing devotions within one person or group of persons residing in a political territory. Thus, they often assume as legitimate only one set without considering the legitimacy of 38 Dawidowicz, Jewish Social Studies, XXXII (July, 1970) . Miss Arendt provides evidence of the animosities between herself, Hilberg, and other Jewish commentators in "Formidable Dr. Robinson."
38 Leslie A. Fiedler, "Negro and Jew-Encounter in America," Midstream, II (Summer, 1956), 6-8. any of the competitors. 40 The Jew in any nation-state in the hands of that kind of historian is always at a competitive disadvantage. Hence, to Samuel Eliot Morrison and Henry Steele Commager, Anne Frank was a little "German" girl even when writing her diary. 41 In 1969, however, Anne became a "Jewish" girl. 42 Evidence abounds that Americans are becoming more sensitive about the complexity of their nationality. "Southern novelists, Jewish writers, Negro authors, and Beat pundits," we are told by the Literary History of the United States evaluating postwar fiction in America, "had emerged from the tragic underground of culture as the true spokesmen of midcentury America." 43 No doubt in response to them and in response to the events of their times, historians in the United States struggled to make room for Blacks and Indians as they never had before, and for the first time appeared to find new room for Jews and other ethnic groups whose devotions American historians, beclouded by nationalism or material environmentalism, sometimes attributed to the slow rate of Americanization or disparagingly considered as distractive delusions of romantic nationalism. 44 But for the present, it is fair enough to say that there is no Holocaust phenomenon in the historical writing of Clio's disciples in the United States, except among practitioners of Jewish history and Jewish intellectuals.
